Libraries and librarians: Key partners for progress in health literacy research and practice
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Abstract. The field of librarianship has a history of involvement in patient education, general literacy and information literacy efforts. This history and prominent placement in communities make libraries and librarians an excellent resource in advancing health literacy practice and research. This chapter provides an overview of health literacy and health information literacy efforts in U.S. libraries over the past two decades.

The chapter begins with the description of the role of the U.S. National Library of Medicine in developing resources, programs, and partnerships serving health information needs of the public. It then overviews special training programs for increasing librarians’ expertise with health information and health literacy support. The narrative also presents different models of health information outreach programs in diverse communities, focusing on serving special populations that may suffer from health disparities.

The second half of the chapter describes libraries’ and librarians’ health information response to continuously evolving contexts, mediums, and requirements. One subsection describes librarians’ outreach effort with cutting-edge technologies, such as virtual worlds and gaming. Another focuses on supporting patients’ information needs in clinical settings. Two more describe how libraries meet patrons’ health information needs in the context of disaster preparedness and health insurance market place sign-up.

While presenting the information, to the extent possible, the chapter draws upon research and evaluation of the effectiveness of different types of programs. It also discusses enablers of successes, limitations of the existing data, and directions for future research.
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1. Introduction

Libraries and librarians are excellent resources for advancing research and practice in health literacy. They are nearly ubiquitous, generally perceived as trustworthy and helpful, and collectively experienced in general health and patient education. Different types of libraries, e.g., public, hospital, academic health center, have different strengths to bring to health literacy interventions. Programs that involve multiple types of libraries may have a better chance of being sustainable and successful.

Two-thirds of the population of the United States live near a public library [24]. Many also have access to physical libraries in schools, community centers, colleges or universities, health care institutions, and places of employment. High quality digital libraries are available to anyone with access to a web-capable device and an Internet connection. This includes anyone who is willing and able to visit a public library, as well as the many millions who have their own devices and Internet access.
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Relying on libraries to identify, organize, and provide easy public access to high quality, understandable health information can make health literacy interventions more scalable and sustainable. For individuals who are self-motivated to improve their understanding of health topics, organized libraries of high quality health information, whether digital or physical, greatly simplify the search for relevant information.

Long before “health literacy” became a named topic of interest or the Web browser was invented, libraries and librarians of various types were engaged in patient education and in providing health information written for consumers or the general public, often in cooperation with other organizations and institutions [56]. For more than a century, public libraries and librarians have also been deeply involved in programs to advance general literacy in children and adults, sometimes using easy-to-read health information as source material.

In the 1990s, however, an increasing focus on health literacy as a concept and as an area of research and practice, the spread of the Internet and the World Wide Web, concern about the “Wild West” of electronic health information, and the doubling of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) budget came together in ways that greatly expanded the involvement of U.S. libraries in health information literacy and health literacy activities. This chapter describes the role of the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), a component of NIH, in initiating this expansion; efforts to prepare librarians to assist the public in obtaining high quality health information; and the roles librarians play in health information outreach, use of innovative technologies, providing health insurance information, health literacy interventions in clinical settings, and access to information in disasters and emergencies. The chapter concludes with thoughts about the important contributions libraries and librarians can make to health literacy research and practice.

2. The role of the U.S. National Library of Medicine

The NLM, the world’s largest medical library, builds and provides electronic information resources used billions of times each year by millions of scientists, health professionals, and members of the public around the world. Through its information systems, an informatics research portfolio, extensive training programs, and many partnerships, the NLM plays an essential role in catalyzing and supporting the translation of basic science into new treatments, new products, improved practice, useful decision support for health professionals and patients, and effective disaster and emergency preparedness and response. The NLM coordinates a 6500 member National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) that provides a field force for improving access to high quality health information in communities across the U.S., with an emphasis on populations with health disparities.

Prior to 1997, the NLM’s involvement with health literacy was restricted to acquiring, describing, and providing access to pertinent research literature, as well as funding some relevant research and resource development projects. NLM also provided a few free databases and outreach programs designed for patients and the general public in specialized areas, such as HIV/AIDS, for which targeted funding was available.

In 1997, the NLM was able to eliminate fees for searching MEDLINE, a database of indexed citations and abstracts from biomedical journals, and its other databases due to the expansion of the Internet and the World Wide Web. As users obtained their own Internet connections, they no longer needed commercial telecommunications services to reach NLM databases, and the Library no longer needed to charge users their fair share of a large central telecommunications bill. When NLM’s MEDLINE became
freely searchable via the relatively simple PubMed Web interface, use skyrocketed. The general public became a major user group, although MEDLINE did not provide the basic explanations of health and disease topics that many of them were seeking [39].

The Web provided a cost-effective platform for NLM to deliver health information services to the public, and the doubling of the NIH budget gave NLM the additional funding necessary to develop new services targeted toward the general population. In this propitious environment, the NLM Board of Regents revised a previous policy against development of services for patients and the public that had been dictated by budget limitations. In 1999, the NLM Board stated that the Library should “… improve the national infrastructure that supports the public’s access to electronic health information… so that all people in the U.S. have a known, accessible, understandable, and affordable source of current, authoritative health information” [45]. In 1998, the NLM had released the MedlinePlus consumer health information website [44], the first of an array of new services for the general public. The Library also expanded its outreach programs, previously directed primarily to underserved health professionals, to involve public libraries and other community-based organizations, often in partnership with the NN/LM, in improving the public’s awareness of, and access to, health information services in minority, rural, frontier, inner city and other underserved communities [12,22,68].

In this same period, the NLM examined published evidence on health communication and health literacy to identify best practices applicable to consumer health information services. Scott Ratzan, editor of the Journal of Health Communication, and Ruth Parker, a pioneering health literacy researcher and advocate, were engaged to assist NLM staff in compiling an initial bibliography “… to help define and describe the evidence base for advancing health literacy programs by examining theories, strategies, and tactics in the published literature” [54]. Released in early 2000, the bibliography contained a novel definition of health literacy, “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions” [52]. As of 1999, there was limited evidence about which learning strategies and tactics were most viable. However, the new definition of health literacy was widely cited and adopted by the Institute of Medicine [31], and the bibliography provided a foundation for further research.

Since 2000, the NLM has continued to expand and enhance its suite of information services and outreach programs designed to provide patients, families, and the general public with easy access to high quality health information where and when needed. The development of trusted information services that promote health literacy was identified as a major goal in the NLM Long Range Plan for 2006–2016 [46]. NLM staff members have been active participants in the programs of the Roundtable on Health Literacy, initially of the Institute of Medicine, and now of the National Academies. The Library’s heavily used services for the general public now include extensive information in Spanish, as well as resources in more than 40 other languages; spoken, interactive, and “easy to read” information; websites designed to display effectively on devices of all sizes, including smartphones; application programming interfaces (APIs) so that access to patient education information can be embedded in external information systems, including electronic health records (EHRs) and patient portals; K-12 educational materials; and the NIH MedlinePlus magazine, in English and Spanish, produced in cooperation with the Friends of the National Library of Medicine and other NIH Institutes and Centers. By providing enhanced, integrated access to electronic consumer health and patient information produced by authoritative sources, NLM has facilitated Web discovery of high quality information written for the general public, both for those seeking information for themselves and those seeking materials for use in health literacy research and interventions.
In addition to expanding the universe of credible, readily available health information written for the public, the NLM has been a very significant supporter of health information outreach projects and initiatives via the NN/LM, which now incorporates many public libraries and community information centers as well as hospital and academic health sciences libraries, and in partnerships with minority serving institutions, public health departments, schools, churches, and other community-based organizations. Through the NN/LM and in cooperation with the Medical Library Association (MLA), the NLM has developed training programs and materials to assist librarians and information specialists in providing consumer health information services and designing and evaluating health information interventions [14]. In addition to the health literacy activities involving libraries that are discussed in this chapter, NLM has also supported and conducted a wide range of related research and development, including informatics research on personal health records, integration of patient education information in EHRs, and consumer health language.

Projects supported by the NLM have produced a substantial portion of the published evidence about health literacy research and practice involving libraries and librarians that is discussed in the next sections of this chapter.

3. Preparing librarians to assist the public in obtaining high quality health information

In 1998–1999, with assistance from the Friends of the National Library of Medicine and the Kellogg Foundation, the NLM and the NN/LM undertook a pilot program involving 41 public libraries or library systems (more than 200 facilities) in nine states and the District of Columbia. The objectives were to learn about the current role of public libraries in providing health information and to determine how NLM and its network might help public libraries enhance the public’s access to health information. Each public library received a grant to provide computers, Internet access, or health information materials to their patrons and was partnered with a NN/LM network library which provided staff training, including in the use of MedlinePlus and other NLM information services, and advice about handling health questions. The results of the evaluation component of this project revealed that few public libraries had health information centers, but that health information ranked among the top 5 or 10 topics of interest to their patrons. Many of the public librarians involved in the pilot were inexperienced, and therefore uncomfortable, in providing health reference assistance to patrons. The training provided to an estimated 1150 library staff and volunteers was therefore enthusiastically received and highly valued. The pilot project did not generate significant numbers of public library requests for documents from medical libraries, as some had expected [67].

Following up on this pilot, NLM increased funding for the NN/LM to support work to improve the public’s access to health information. In 2000, NLM and the Regional Medical Libraries in the NN/LM set a goal to ensure that by 2005 every public library in the nation would be aware of NLM’s free Web-based information resources and able to provide access to them. In addition to supporting individual projects involving public librarians in specific locations [58,64], the Regional Medical Libraries collaborated on the development of a consumer health information course available to public librarians across the country. The training modules they developed provided the basis for the MLA Consumer Health Information Specialization, which “offers basic and advanced training opportunities for individuals whose work roles demand they provide information services to the public, patients, and families” [1].

Later, in 2008, MLA sponsored a two-day Health Information Literacy Research Project conference. “Health information literacy” is a form of “information literacy” [2], defined as the ability to find and
assess the relevance, validity, and utility of information for a particular purpose. Librarians in academic settings have long provided formal and informal instruction in information literacy. For health sciences librarians, this has often involved teaching students and practitioners of medicine and other health professions to search online databases and to evaluate the quality of the clinical research evidence in journal articles [60]. Health information literacy is a prerequisite for effective selection of health information for any purpose, whether it be a library service or a health literacy intervention or a family medical question. Health information literacy may be viewed as a component of health literacy pertaining to the ability to obtain health information. However, unlike health literacy, it is not essential for understanding and making use of pre-selected health information, such as signs in health facilities, written instructions provided by health professionals, or web services organized by health literate librarians. The 2008 MLA conference led to the development of a health information literacy toolkit with resources such as health literacy curricula. Librarians and others wishing to provide training can adapt the curricula to their individual communities [43]. MLA also published the Medical Library Association Guide to Health Literacy in 2008 with the goal of helping librarians to “…be better able to understand the issues that comprise health literacy, learning how to help others become health literate, and how to become change agents within their organizations” [34].

Other health information training opportunities targeted toward public librarians include those offered by the American Library Association’s (ALA) and WebJunction, a division of OCLC Research. Last offered in 2015, the ALA’s six-week Health Information 101 web-based course includes an introduction to the concepts of health literacy and provides guidance for providing health information to low literacy populations [8]. WebJunction offers online training and hour-long webinars on consumer health topics for librarians, as part of a series called Health Happens in Libraries, with topics such as: Health Information Resources for Library Staff, Public Health and Public Libraries: Librarians as Health Literacy First Responders, and Public and Health Sciences Library Collaboration for Community Impact [3]. These and other training resources developed for librarians can be very useful to others, including anyone interested in identifying materials appropriate for health literacy interventions or research.

The last decade has definitely seen an increase in the number of librarians who have received specific training in meeting health information needs of the public and in health literacy concepts. Of course, this does not mean that all public libraries are equally well-equipped to help those seeking understandable health information or that all library workers in a given library have relevant knowledge and training [56].

4. Librarians and health information outreach

The capabilities of public and medical libraries to provide consumer health information have increased as a response to consumer demand and the availability of consumer health information training [25]. Librarians field consumer questions at the information desk, taking advantage of a number of credible information resources freely available on the Internet, pamphlets and other print materials from local public health agencies, or through subscriptions to medical databases or journals. Libraries hold health fairs and other community events, inviting other community organizations with additional health information expertise to participate [20]. Here, we explore the various ways that libraries provide health information outreach, specifically through train-the-trainer models, to general and special populations, such as ethnic minorities, older adults, and children.

Although librarians in different settings are prepared to provide health information outreach within their own facilities, this model may not be the most desirable or efficacious method for populations with
special needs and concerns [23]. Health literacy advocates call for more participatory methods, especially when providing outreach to diverse populations, such as communities of color, older adults, and teens. Community involvement in train-the-trainer health information programs helps libraries overcome neighborhood suspicions about the remote management of health-related programs and interventions [23]. Libraries now are more likely to implement health information outreach programs that employ variations of the train-the-trainer approach by partnering with community-based organizations.

There are important advantages to train-the-trainer models of outreach. Firstly, training community members increases libraries’ reach exponentially as community members teach their peers who then go on to teach others. This method also has the potential to empower disenfranchised communities since health information is provided by the community for the community. Lastly, community train-the-trainer models can be adapted to fit the community being targeted based on its particular characteristics and needs. Such targeting aligns with recognition, by the NLM and many other organizations, of the need to provide health information outreach to underserved populations and communities [46].

Successful models of community engagement take on different forms. Some successful train-the-trainer programs have focused on intergenerational training. For example, in one intergenerational program, librarians demonstrated health information resources to university students in a six-month period so they could, in turn, help older adults use the Internet to locate health information [29]. There are also successful examples of peer-to-peer training. Librarians at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio worked with high school librarians to teach teens about MedlinePlus and MedlinePlus en español so that they could share that information with their friends and, later, with the broader community [63]. These peer tutors not only learned about health information, they also received training in recognizing personal situations that would require librarian support or intervention. Tutors gave presentations that increased their reach to 350 students and teachers in their school and the surrounding counties, as well as parents and other family members. The program was so successful that it expanded to other schools in the district and still continues today [48].

In another program along the Texas border region, medical librarians from the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio partnered with the Texas A&M University Center for Housing and Urban Development (TAM-CHUD) to train lay community health workers, known as “promotores” in Spanish, to find consumer health information for fellow residents using MedlinePlus and MedlinePlus en español [49]. Fifteen “promotoras” provided weekly examples of how they had used health information found on MedlinePlus to learn more about a condition, make better decisions about treatment, or commit to healthier behavior. In evaluating the project, investigators determined that training the “promotoras” to use MedlinePlus resulted in increased usage of this resource within the community [49]. Although lost funding contributed to the end of this program in several community centers, the investigators found that the program had promise and could be adapted for health information outreach for any population.

Whatever approach to health information provision librarians choose, they need to keep in mind important considerations that, if unheeded, may hinder the success of such programs when working with diverse community populations. Many times a great need exists to teach basic computer and information literacy skills, especially among older adults; so many programs offer these services as well. For example, Strong, Guillot, and Badeau [59] describe the Senior CHAT project in Louisiana that taught older adults basic computer skills so that they could then move on to Internet skills that would allow them to search for health information using NIHSeniorHealth and MedlinePlus. In another example, Xie and Bugg [70], partnered with multiple agencies and public libraries to provide computer and information literacy training to senior adults so they could navigate the same sites for authoritative consumer health information. Choosing public libraries to deliver the training, they hypothesized that older adults would
experience less anxiety and increased computer interest and efficacy after participating in the training. Chu et al. [16] completed a similar project with low-income older adults enrolled in a meal program in their local YWCA with seniors reporting higher confidence and self-efficacy using computers to search the Internet for health information. Overall, evaluations of programs with older adults, such as the ones described here, show that they continue to use the consumer health web sites to learn more about their conditions and help them make better-informed health decisions. Some participants report these changes several weeks after the program has ended [59].

Other project developers focus on elementary or middle school-aged children who have unique needs and concerns that call for programs adapted to their reading level, attention span, and overall developmental readiness. For example, in Caddo Parish, Louisiana, librarians sought to use story time to teach children about healthy living [69]. They also created a Web portal and other educational materials to provide children with access to up-to-date authoritative health information. Because of the relatively large increase in overweight and obese children in the state, librarians chose to focus on encouraging young children to adopt an active lifestyle. Resources also included materials related to nutrition and basic hygiene. While the project sponsors didn’t complete a formal evaluation of the project, they noted that nearly 800 students took part in the health-themed story hours; and the project developers received additional funding to develop new activities and reach out to more libraries requesting to participate in the project [69].

In summary, published literature suggests that successful health information outreach by librarians can take many different forms. Train-the-trainer models can be particularly effective in providing health information outreach to special populations that may suffer from health disparities and that require different approaches to satisfy different health information needs. These target populations include minority communities, such as African Americans and Hispanics. The information projects mentioned above and other research studies have shown that introducing people to new information resources works best when the providers are similar to them [23] and when special needs are considered and planned for from the beginning.

5. Using innovative technologies

Libraries have led the way in providing health information training and outreach via traditional approaches described above. In addition, they also have broken new ground in providing outreach via different media such as virtual worlds and gaming. These approaches, often first applied in programs for health professionals, proved adaptable to serving the public. For example, in 2006–2008, NLM funded the development of HealthInfo Island in a 3D virtual world, Second Life, managed by librarians and health professionals. Resources and programs for the island were developed in partnership with library systems in Illinois and the Netherlands [11]. Presenting health information in a virtual world draws upon an existing popular culture, encourages innovative information visualization, and may reduce accessibility barriers for people with chronic illnesses or disabilities who may be homebound. HealthInfo Island hosted a medical library and a consumer health library that linked visitors to quality interactive health and wellness information. It was also the site of “Health Information Research Lab” created by NLM that piloted providing quality consumer health information through podcasts, automated tours, and chatbots [11]. Providing individualized support, volunteer consumer health librarians developed personalized reading lists that addressed visitors’ queries [4]. Maintenance and sustainability of virtual reality sites present a unique challenge. In part, this is due to high cost and the fact that the virtual reality environment (in this case, Second Life) is owned by an independent company with its changing rules, policies,
Another innovative technology often used in education and training alongside virtual world simulations is gaming. One gaming employment approach is the serious games movement, which promotes the development of games with other-than-entertainment primary objectives. Serious games have been used in a number of fields, including education, emergency management, and healthcare. While published literature provides no examples of libraries using serious games in consumer health information programming, they have discovered that gaming devices such as the Wii may provide a creative way to connect the general public with authoritative health information. For example, NLM also funded a project entitled One, Two, Wii: Get Fit and Health Savvy @ Your Library [17]. The project investigators partnered with school and public libraries to offer the game consoles for the public during health fairs, meetings, or other events where library staff would also introduce them to health information resources such as MedlinePlus [17]. The success of this project led to additional NLM funding for a second project, Engage Your Health Information Seekers: Wii Health Information Resources Kit. The kit offers libraries two Wii systems and games with a manual of suggestions for health fairs or other wellness events and resources for quality health information [17]. Project leaders find that both projects have increased awareness of the outreach assistance provided by the medical library, as well as health information resources from NLM.

Libraries differ with respect to the sophistication of the technology available to them. Similarly, patrons differ in their interest and comfort level when it comes to technologies like virtual worlds and gaming. More information is needed to establish best practices of employing cutting-edge technologies in libraries. It is clear, however, that many librarians have the interest and skills needed for adapting creative technologies for health information outreach.

6. Libraries, health literacy, and the U.S. Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act

U.S. libraries and librarians serve the public’s information needs with regard to health insurance enrollment in the context of state and federal law and regulation, currently including the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). In most cases, libraries respond to the public’s health information needs with approaches and resources that have evolved gradually. However, there are also times when the field has to react to a time-sensitive emergent need. For example, on June 30, 2013, in a special message to ALA conference attendees, President Barack Obama called on libraries to support the public’s information needs concerning ACA. The effort was to commence during health insurance market place sign-up, scheduled to open on October 1 of that year. Asking libraries to provide such guidance placed the needed support within an easy reach of potential enrollees. The ACA provides health insurance access to populations often characterized by lower health literacy and reduced access to information technology. These populations also often have less advanced computer skills, and libraries are places that traditionally provide computer access and support to the disadvantaged. Involving libraries also built upon their support of other government services, such as information provision on the topics of income tax, citizenship, patents, and disaster relief [41]. Studies of health insurance literacy provide additional evidence in favor of engaging librarians in ACA information support. These studies suggest that most health insurance materials place too-high numeracy and literacy demands on the enrollees [50,61]. The complexity deters individuals from health insurance enrollment, while providing sign-up support increases enrollment [61]. At the same time, political controversy around the ACA, complexity of the information, and short timeframe posed challenges for libraries and librarians.
As a professional field, librarianship had an established professional development model, used by the NLM, NN/LM, and major national organizations to provide resources and training for local libraries. In response to the President’s call, ALA hosted a number of events during its 2013 annual conference to address ACA support preparedness. Following the conference, ALA formed a partnership with several organizations, including NN/LM and WebJunction, in order to prepare public libraries for the task [19]. NN/LM regional libraries (e.g., the Mid-Atlantic NN/LM Region) offered webinars and built websites to support public librarians in their efforts. WebJunction offered training workshops through its Health Happens in Libraries program. At the request of NN/LM consumer health coordinators, NLM’s MedlinePlus Health Insurance page became a central repository of updated ACA information from NLM and NN/LM.

Despite organizational effort at all levels, pre-rollout anxiety remained [19]. Many public librarians did not know what to expect. Their uncertainty spanned many areas, from the anticipated amount of visitors with ACA queries to the likely nature of those queries. Public librarians had to learn about ACA, as well as allocate staff time and arrange computer space in order to provide support. Due to the novelty of the situation, NN/LM, ALA, and WebJunction could not always provide the information needed, nor could they reach every single public library in the country with the information. According to one informal study, only 57% of the 88 survey responders in Massachusetts reported having received ACA information links and training prior to the ACA sign-up [41].

As ACA information provision to the public takes place in the trenches of public libraries, not much published information exists about the preparedness and reaction of first responders, as well as about the process itself. At this time, our insight has to come from small-scale informal surveys and case studies. For example, Kara Kohn [35] informally surveyed “82 libraries” in Illinois and Margot Malachowski [41] surveyed 88 Massachusetts librarians about their experience with ACA information provision. Both surveys are reported in a format that makes assessing representativeness of their sampling impossible; and the authors, both librarians, readily acknowledge the tentative (in Kohn’s words, “(very) quick and dirty”) nature of their data.

According to both sources, very few librarians (e.g., 5% of those surveyed by Kohn [35]) felt that libraries should not be involved in ACA information provision in any capacity. What varied was the desired and anticipated level of involvement. At a minimum, libraries felt it was their duty to provide Internet access to online forms or help enrollees with print forms and refer patrons to additional resources [35,41]. Some felt uncomfortable with providing more, out of a concern for appearing biased in regard to a controversial political issue, as well as because of the challenging nature of the information. Others, however, conducted workshops and trainings, partnered with navigators and certified counselors from outside organizations, invited speakers, and created web pages with local ACA information resources on their websites [6,19,41]. For example, Waukegan Public Library became a 2013 IMLS National Medal Winner for its effort in supporting ACA rollout in in Lake County, IL. The library reached this mark by providing extensive training to its staff and offering bilingual signup support sessions. Building upon this success, Waukegan library also continued conducting its bilingual health literacy skills classes past the rollout period [5].

The Waukegan library experience provides a small-scale example of how information support of a specific need can stimulate larger health literacy support efforts. The opportunity was also noticed by the ALA. In 2015, ALA published Libraries and the Affordable Care Act: Helping the community understand health-care options. As a professional development resource, the book helps librarians understand the basics of the ACA and provide support to enrollees. In addition, it calls upon librarians to use the
process for “engaging adults in the expansion of their functional understanding of health literacy and financial literacy as they relate to both insurance and healthy living” [27].

The emergent story of ACA information support in libraries exemplifies the potential and the challenge of libraries’ response to a novel, fast-developing issue. A number of questions need to be answered in order to evaluate the response. The field needs detailed data about the nature of the public’s information needs in the context of ACA; librarians’ readiness to support them, including specific challenges and concerns; and actual utilization of libraries for ACA information inquiries. Fitting the three pieces of information together will bring into focus the current state of affairs and highlight future directions. To obtain data about public librarians’ preparedness and practices in support of ACA, NLM is currently conducting a nationwide survey of library workers in 20 states, ten with a federal health insurance exchange and ten with state-run health insurance exchanges, in collaboration with the School of Library and Information Studies at University of Wisconsin, Madison [9]. At the present, it is clear that the complexity of ACA information underscores the need for improving American public’s health literacy [30], an endeavor in which libraries will continue playing a significant role.

7. Librarians’ role in health literacy support in the clinical setting

Librarians also support patients’ health literacy and health information needs in clinical settings. Librarians can be effective leaders or participants in efforts to make health care organizations “health literate” [13]. In outpatient and inpatient clinical settings, however, their contribution to promoting health literacy most frequently occurs via their support of information prescription initiatives. Information prescription programs, often denoted as Information Rx, involve physicians supplying patients with “prescriptions” for quality evidence-based health information that is specifically selected to address the patient’s condition. Prescribed materials may also be tailored to match the patient’s other characteristics, such as preferred learning style and reading level [36,37]. These programs are more targeted to the general patient education or consumer health information services.

Librarians participate in information prescription initiatives in two ways. In one model, librarians educate clinicians about quality patient education resources. Many such efforts involve promoting the NLM MedlinePlus consumer health information portal and “Information prescription toolkit” that makes use of it. The toolkit is a box that contains several information prescription pads and some promotional materials featuring MedlinePlus. A large-scale example of such initiative is the Information Prescription Program, spearheaded by NLM in 2004 in collaboration with the NIH and the American College of Physicians and implemented and evaluated in a number of institutions [32,33].

Another model involves librarians filling the prescription by selecting and packaging information materials for each individual patient. For example, Eskind Biomedical Library at Vanderbilt University Medical Center developed Patient Informatics Consult Services (PICS) dedicated to filling information prescriptions [66]. Eskind librarians created an “information prescription” referral form for clinicians to use with their patients. After clinicians complete the form, noting, in addition to the topic, any special factors that need to be considered, patients take it to the patient section of the library to fill. There, librarians put together a packet of targeted authoritative information and discuss quality information evaluation criteria with the patient. They also send a copy of the packet to the referring clinician. In addition to implementing PICS, librarians at Eskind also demonstrated feasibility of tailoring presentation of prescription materials to patients’ learning style preferences, although the impact of this tailoring on patients’ satisfaction and learning was mixed [36,37].
Another example of successful information prescription implementation is at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ) university hospital [15]. There, nurses send information prescriptions for inpatients to the school’s Cooper Library via the hospital’s clinical information system, indicating desired readability level of the materials. Librarians respond by using patient transport to deliver two copies of the information packet (for the patient and for the chart) to the nursing station. In yet another successful hospital implementation example, health sciences librarians at Englewood Hospital and Medical Center make rounds of clinical floors, asking nurses whether any of their patients need patient education information. Frequently, nurses either request specific information, or direct librarians to speak with patients about their information needs [40].

While librarians working with information prescription programs do not always come into direct contact with patients, such interactions have the added benefit of teaching patients to recognize health information quality criteria and navigating specific websites [21,66]. Going beyond this, Leisy [38] describes a unique project that involved an NLM-funded social work information specialist position at Virginia Commonwealth University Library. The goal of the project was to help cancer patients understand their condition and the healthcare system, manage information from multiple sources, and deal with emotional issues. Social work information specialists approached patients at VCU Massey Cancer Center offering on-site sessions that provided information and basic counseling. Some participants also received project-tailored notebooks that helped them record and organize information about their providers, treatment, appointments, labs, medications, and expenses.

Several potential enablers of information prescription success stand out in the literature. One is a close collaborative connection between the library and the clinical setting that it supports. For example, at the time of its highly successful information prescription implementation, the director of the UMDNJ Cooper Library was a member of Cooper University Hospital Patient Education Committee that included clinicians and hospital administrators. At UMDNJ, the impetus for the effort came from the top because a visit from the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) recommended improving documentation of patient education activities in patients’ charts. In contrast, at Englewood the initiative came from the library and its collaboration with the patient education oriented Meland Foundation. There, librarians’ proactive visits to clinical floors to offer their services greatly improved nurses’ utilization of the library for patient education [40]. As mentioned in an earlier example, integrating information prescription with electronic hospital records is another powerful way to embed the connection between the clinic and the library into the clinic’s work flow [15].

Most research into the impact of information prescription programs focuses on clinician and patient satisfaction as outcome variables, often finding increase in satisfaction in both groups [42]. There is evidence that patients who receive information prescriptions are likely to fill them and develop positive attitudes towards the resources they promote [10]. These patients also intend to continue using prescribed resources in the future [18]. Siegel et al. [55] and D’Allesandro et al. [21] also found that information prescription initiatives decrease patients’ visits to poor quality sites and increase utilization of the prescribed sites. Information prescription programs may also help foster a dialogue during clinical visits and improve provider-patient communication [55]. While studies point to a number of positive outcomes of information prescription projects, with a rare exception [36], they do not assess changes in patients’ knowledge, health behaviors and outcomes. Factors limiting success of information prescription programs involve low levels of clinicians’ buy-in or patients’ trust in librarians’ expertise. For example, Leisy [38] describes a patient who preferred to receive information from her doctor directly, without librarians’ mediation. In addition, patients’ high initial levels of health literacy and knowledge may limit effectiveness of information prescription [36,47].
8. Providing health information relevant to disasters and emergencies

While disaster preparedness and emergency response has long been an established field, librarians’ involvement in it is a relatively recent development. This development came with the realization that libraries and librarians have a lot to offer when it comes to providing support to professionals and the general public. Disaster-related information needs of professionals and lay people vary according to the type and phase of the event. For example, information needs during the preparedness phase differ from those during the acute response phase in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. Similarly, information needs in response to a flood or an earthquake differ from those that pertain to a public health epidemic. Yet, as the goal is always to minimize the impact on human life and well-being, health information is usually a prominent component of disaster information.

In the U.S., the period between 2001 and 2005 was marked by disasters of the magnitude that brought disaster preparedness and response to the top of the national agenda. The way libraries responded to these disasters, particularly the Gulf hurricanes, including the 2005 Hurricane Katrina, brought realization of their significant potential in providing support to the public and response agencies. As known, trusted, always welcoming community centers, libraries were natural physical places to which displaced residents gravitated. In the wake of Katrina, Louisiana libraries stepped up to the task by providing the public with shelter, phone charging stations, and Internet connectivity [62]. Librarians held children’s programs, distributed water, and provided emotional support to evacuees. In addition to providing general relief, they also used their professional information provision skills. Librarians assisted evacuees with information-literacy-related tasks, such as completing FEMA assistance forms and job applications, creating email accounts necessary for applying for assistance, and using databases to search for friends and family [7]. In addition, librarians provided information for emergency responders, including medical professionals. In recognition of their role, in 2010 FEMA designated public libraries as essential disaster response organizations, thus making them eligible for temporary relocation funding during disasters [62]. Two years later, public libraries of New York and New Jersey played a similar safe haven and support role when Hurricane Sandy struck the East Coast in October 2012 [53].

Growing recognition of the value of librarians’ skillset to disaster preparedness and response led to a number of initiatives. In 2008 NLM established the Disaster Information Management Research Center and implemented a Disaster Information Specialist Program, which offers special training courses and information resources [26]. The program, as well as other efforts emerging throughout the country, led to increased librarians’ participation in emergency preparedness teams at different levels, from hospitals to cities and counties. While the primary emphasis involves supporting professionals, some efforts also aim to support the public’s information needs with regard to different kinds of disasters, including extreme weather events and public health epidemics. One example of such effort is an NN/LM sponsored collaboration between the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine Louis Calder Memorial Library and Miami-Dade County Public Library in South Florida [51]. The area where the libraries are located is home to a medically underserved diverse population; it is also characterized by frequent hurricane threats. In order to conduct health information outreach, librarians from the two libraries organized community fairs, raising emergency preparedness awareness and distributing preparedness resources, as well as more generalized consumer health resources. As part of the collaboration, public librarians used their community connections to promote the fairs, while medical librarians prepared information items. As the aftermath of hurricanes comes with a slew of environmental health concerns, from water pollution to mold growth in homes, Miami-Dade librarians promoted a number of NLM environmental health resources, such as Tox Town, a site addressing environmental health concerns in everyday places.
While librarians’ engagement with disaster health information is gaining momentum, response to events with complex causes and courses may seem more professionally challenging for public librarians. One area of the public’s concern and need for reliable health information involves epidemics of infectious diseases (e.g., the 2002–2003 SARS outbreak, the 2009 H1N1 infections). In an article about Ontario public libraries’ response to SARS information inquiries, Harris et al. [28] suggest that many public library staff may be unprepared to provide such information. Similarly, in a review of public libraries’ responses to the 2009 H1N1 epidemic, Zach [71] notes that about a month after the first case of H1N1 was diagnosed in the U.S., only 15 out of 50 public library systems in the most populated U.S. cities linked to CDC or other e-government information about H1N1. Overall, Zach [71] concluded that, despite some notable efforts, issuing risk alerts and providing epidemics preparedness information was not a priority for public libraries. On the other hand, while comfort level with specialized information provision will always differ by setting and topic, there are also responses of active engagement. According to the same author, some libraries not only linked to e-government information about H1N1, but also posted risk alerts and related messages via their social media channels.

9. Conclusion

Libraries have been involved in efforts to improve general literacy, information literacy, health education, and patient education for well over a century. During the past two decades, libraries and librarians have increased their focus on improving the public’s access to high quality health information, expanded their participation in research and interventions designed to address variations in health literacy, and produced related training programs and evaluation tools that are relevant to broader audiences. This increased activity is due in part to the development of consumer health information services by the NLM and to training and outreach programs sponsored by NLM via the NN/LM and via partnerships with minority serving educational institutions and community based organizations.

Ensuring that the public has ready access to accurate and understandable health information and that health care institutions and public health agencies make themselves understood to those they serve are never-ending challenges. People are always confronting new personal health issues, new interactions with the health care system, and new imperatives to understand environmental factors affecting community health. Advances in information technology and changes in user preferences are continually affecting the ways in which people seek and obtain understandable health information, interact with health care providers, and engage in community efforts designed to promote health.

Libraries and librarians can be effective partners in conducting research in health literacy and in building sustainable health literacy programs within organizations and communities. Libraries are natural participants and important resources for community-wide health promotion interventions [57, e.g.,] that aim to present their message via multiple channels in multiple formats and different locations throughout a community. With regard to research, librarians are well-positioned to conduct investigations into how patrons and members of the public select and evaluate health information resources and integrate information from multiple sources. They can also contribute to bridging research and practice by conducting systematic evaluations of their health information outreach projects and determining what factors enable or hinder their success [65]. Finally, when it comes to research, librarians can apply their expertise in comprehensive literature searches to conducting meta-analyses of the literature on the connection between health information literacy and behavior.

Although their capabilities will vary, librarians are likely to have knowledge and experience in locating and assessing the quality of health information; networks of contacts and relationships that span
organizational divisions, disciplines, and stakeholders; and access to unique, although usually modest, sources of external funding. Involving libraries in community-wide health literacy programs can take advantage of their position as shared organizational and community resources, while simultaneously increasing their value to their organizations and their communities.
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